Release Notes for Version 7.0.6598
App

Feature

Type

Comments

Settings/Required Changes

SPOT

Configuration

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to customize the names,
descriptions, and if they 'Display on Web' for notification
types
The ability to edit the description of customer notification
types has been added to SPOT. Also, a "Display on Web"
setting has been added to the notification types, so that they
can be filtered by CustomerConnect.

Company Settings > Customer Settings > Notification
Settings > Notification Types > (Edit) > Description
Company Settings > Customer Settings > Notification
Settings > Notification Types > (Edit) > Display on Web

SPOT

Configuration

Change

Fixed - If a price table was removed, and another renamed to
the just-removed name, SPOT would lock up when
attempting to save.

SPOT

Coupons

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the referral program to have
options to apply awards that will automatically be used
in the next mark-in
The ability for referral award coupons to automatically be
applied on the next customer visit has been added to SPOT.
Also, the ability to prompt the user that an award coupon has
been applied has been added to SPOT.

SPOT

Credit Cards

Fix

Fixed issue with token CCOF submit for auth, and the exp
dates. Because a tokenized entry may be updated at the
processor with new data, they expire differently from a
normal card entry. Therefore, SPOT will manufacture a "valid"
exp date if the current on-file date is expired. The issue was
that SPOT manufactured this new date regardless of whether
or not the existing entry was valid. This has caused some
unnecessary declines.

SPOT

Credit Cards

Fix

Fixed - Existing CCOF entries were not consistently updating
if updated from the customer view.

SPOT

Customer View

Fix

Fixed a loophole that allowed adding A/R to a customer
without selecting a billing group.

SPOT

Email

Change

In emails or SMS messages, @CLERK will now be replaced
with the clerk's first name. The clerk's full name is available
from @CLERKFULLNAME

SPOT

Email

Fix

The @LOCKERINVOICES email token was not working if
invoices were scanned in SPOT.Locker for customers who
were not set as Locker in Customer View.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed problem where the Customers by Referral Source
report does not run if the referral source has an apostrophe
in the name.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fix a problem where most of customer view was not visible
after displaying A/R Activity Report

Store Settings > Customer Settings > Customer Referral
Settings > Notify User When Award Applied

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed tabbing order in A/R-CC tab of Customer View.

SPOT

General

Change

Cosmetic improvements to Help > About.

SPOT

General

Fix

Routes - Export to GPS will no longer create multiple
waypoints for the same lat/lon when the route has multiple
customers on a stop.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed a problem that could display incorrect coupon amounts
on the visual invoice.

SPOT

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT Hotel user I would like to use per-hotel custom
statements
Individual hotels can now have their own custom statement
files, overriding the custom statement file specified for the
store.

SPOT

General

Change

Added -SPOT Location > Store - Store hours entry field
replaced with button - selection will invoke new dialog with
old "formatted" store hours and a new "table" store hours.
Both should be consistent, but the "table" version will allow
other processes and applications know what the day-to-day
hours are.

SPOT

Home Page

New Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like several enhancements to the
Notification Center
A workstation setting has been added to govern the scope of
the Notification Center; also, security rights to view
notifications, for the current store only or all stores. If a user
has the All Stores right, they can switch between stores in the
NC.

SPOT

Markin

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to apply fees from mobile
pickup requests.
SPOT will now automatically apply fees/surcharges from
mobile pickup requests.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Disabling "Print Visit" in customer view will now correctly
disable both detail and quick visits for that customer.

SPOT

Messaging

Fix

Fix problem with sending a SPOT Message to a large group
of stores.

SPOT

Messaging

New Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to see SPOT messenger
messages received from Customer Connect as a
conversation thread.
A Messages tab has been added to Customer View with a
"conversation thread" view of emails and SMS sent/received

SPOT

Mobile

Fix

Attempting to create a "Push Notifications"-type scheduled
task results in a run-time error

SPOT

Other

Fix

Fixed display of serial port information in Help > About

Store Settings > Hotel Settings > [Hotel Name] > Custom
Hotel Statement File.

Workstation Settings > System Menu Settings >
Notification Center Scope

SPOT

Pricing

Change

As a SPOT User I want support for invoice modes > 20
characters
Changed the length of invoice mode names from 20 to 40
characters.

SPOT

Printing

Fix

Report-based invoice layouts were not including post-tax
invoice adjustments

SPOT

Quick

Fix

Quick now honors Workstation>Mark-in Settings>Retain
Invoice Mode on Manual Split

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed a problem that could cause divide by zero errors when
running the Activity Production report

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed formatting of RouteTrac Summary report.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed store selection for Tax Collected By Tax Entity report.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

AR Account Numbers greater than 15 characters will no
longer cause problems with the Customer Initial Activity
report.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed a display problem in various timeclock reports that
could report regular (non-overtime) hours in excess of the
maximum possible in one of the subtotal fields. This was an
issue with the formulas used to format the data for display,
not with the underlying time accounting.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Pricing > Merchandise Items report will no longer display
deleted items.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user I want a PNP report that lists the PNP
reason
Added PNP Orders (Reasons) report, which is PNP Orders
with email address replaced with the PNP Reason

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT Restoration user I would like the restoration
report headers to indicate the selected Salvageability
option
Restoration reports will now indicate what items were
included (All Items, Salvageable items, or Non-Salvageable
items).

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user I would like a report listing customers
that have opted in for SMS
Added a report listing customers that are opted-in for SMS:
Reports Gallery > Customers > SMS Enabled Customers.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fix Credit Card Transactions report to support longer
transaction numbers.

SPOT

Rewards

Fix

Fixed a problem where Monthly Rewards were incorrectly
awarded by separating them internally from Marketing
Incentives rewards. A new report to track Monthly Rewards is

This change does not affect coupons that are already
issued.

now in Reports Gallery > Adjustments > Coupons from
Monthly Rewards
SPOT

Routes

Change

Added setting for Route/Locker orders to determine when
the locker assignment is made - at detail or at delivery.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Fixed - Removing multiple stops in one step no longer results
in duplicated stop numbers.

SPOT

Search

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT User I would like a Voids by Date advanced
search
Added Voids by Date and Voids by Date All advanced search
types.

SPOT

SMS

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user with lockers, I would like the list of ready
orders in lockers to be sent via SMS to customers
Support for a @LOCKERINVOICES token has been added to
the "Order Ready SMS" scheduled task type

SPOT

SMS

Fix

SMS messages were broken for some customers since the
7.0.6359 update

SPOT

SMS

Fix

The SMS profile name wasn't saving properly for Order Ready
SMS scheduled task types.

SPOT

Tags

Fix

Fixed a very unusual scenario where attempting to print tags
could cause SPOT to hang.

SPOT

Uncategorized

Fix

Fixed a scenario that would cause more than one invoice to
be created from a single direct receive.

SPOT

General

New Feature

As a SPOT User I want a high contrast option for searches
Added a setting to override the selection color in customer
and invoice search results.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed the **Totals** row of Production Commitment so that it
doesn't skip the first day.

SPOT

Home Page

New Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a new alert that is similar to
web requests, that would provide information on new
signups, account changes, etc
A "Web/Mobile Signups" alert has been added to SPOT, with
a corresponding screen to review and acknowledge
customers recently signed up via CustomerConnect or mobile
app.

SPOT

Home Page

Fix

The "Discard Request" button was not working for payment
requests in the Notification Center.

SPOT

Production

Fix

Disabled clicking on the **Totals** row of Production
Commitment. It was never intended that this row have any
function when clicked.

Store Settings -> Route Settings -> Route Orders - Locker
Assignment (At Detail/At Delivery). Note - "At Delivery" is
for those using RouteTrac app only.

Store > Search/Lookup Settings > Override Selection
Color;
Store > Search/Lookup Settings > Selection Background
Color

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT User I want the Route Customers report to have
the Email Address available
The Route Customers report now includes the primary email
address.

SPOT

Search

Fix

Fixed error when trying to use Batch Operations -> Batch
Email from the Workflow graph search results on the SPOT
Home Page.

SPOT

SMS

Fix

Fixed a problem with the SMS replies alert with non-US date
formats.

SPOT

SMS

Fix

Fixed a problem where an SMS reply with an empty message
body would not appear in SMS replies, but did affect the alert
count.

CustomerConnect

General

Fix

Notification types marked as "Hidden" in SPOT configuration
were still coming through to CustomerConnect

Dashboard

General

Fix

Dashboard Alerts widget will now show correct values for
store specific alerts.

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Mapping store addresses with city names containing a space
was causing SPOT Mobile App to crash.

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Change

Fix credit card validation on profile screen

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Change

Add 'Birthday' field on signup

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Change

Allow locality-specific Postal Codes (use PostalCodeMask as
"### ###")

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Fix profile saving (no changes not send update)

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Fix to navigate any direction on map (stores screen)

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Disable 'On My Way' if menu option is disabled

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Change confirm page address title to 'Address' when you
have selected retail service.
Hide Notes/Gate code/Special Instructions for a retail
customer.

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Fix

Update the pricing screen to use consistent decimals

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

New Feature

Implementing a new logic for store hours operation

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client

General

Change

Add support for states/province validation

Mobile\MDC Mobile
Client\My Orders

General

Fix

Set 'Ready Orders' as default page on 'My Orders' screen

OTS

General

Fix

Fixed a problem with some OTS campaigns where route
customers that have a home store other than the route store
were excluded.

ProductionTrac PC

General

Change

As a ProductionTrac PC user, I would like additional and
color coded info intended for a staging screen
ProductionTrac PC - Added "Show Tag Summary", by service.
When enabled, shows a view directly below the scan field
showing due day/date, lot #, and delivery/rush status.
Intended for staging of garments as they prior to finish work.

Reports Queue

General

Fix

Order Ready SMS messages for locker orders were not being
sent from SPOT Scheduler Service

RouteTrac

General

Fix

Use delivery address if present

RouteTrac

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Add 'Show Active Sessions' option on manifest screen

RouteTrac

General

Change

As a RouteTrac Mobile user, I would like to scan a single
invoice to deliver all customer's orders
Model "RouteManifestCustomer", "ManifestCustomer3" new property, "ScanAtDelivery" ("NS" - No Scan, "OS" Optional Scan/Single Order (all orders for customer are
processed in like manner with one valid order scan), "OA" Optional Scan/All Orders, "RS" - Required Scan/Single Order,
"RA" - Required Scan/All Orders)
Model "Route" - new property "DefaultScanAtDelivery"
(same values as ScanAtDelivery)
Model "SPOTCustomer" - new property "ScanAtDelivery"
(same values as ScanAtDelivery + "--" (default) to cause the
customer/stop to use the route's default setting)
"--" --> "Use Route Setting" (default for new customer
or existing with non-set option)
"NS" --> "No Scan"
"OS" --> "Optional - Single Order"
"OA" --> "Optional - All Orders"
"RS" --> "Required - Single Order"
"RA" --> "Required - All Orders"
Note that ALL customers grouped in a given route stop
must have (will have?) the same setting for this, else the
RouteStop will persist with the ScanAtDelivery of last
customer.
If you wish to use a default or existing ScanAtDelivery,
omit the field from the save request, and the system will

PTPC Settings, Operation, toggles to enable / disable
"Show Tag Summary" by service (production tool, item
process, order process)

retain what's already there.

RouteTrac

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Add piece count to manifest driver view

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

Fix

Fix final item showing 0 of 2

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

Fix

Adjust columns to fit data on Load screen

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

iOS - Implement enhance scanner usability
Update ZXing.Net.Mobile from 2.2.0 to 2.2.9.

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

New Feature

Add functionality to edit stop

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

New Feature

Add prompt for locker attributes

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

Fix

Remove 'Business Day' constraint.

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

Change

Message screen enhancements

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

New Feature

Add prompt for reason for non-scan
Add screen to accommodate the OS and RS single order scan
options

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

Fix

Allow light to remain toggled on until scanning is complete

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

The "ScanAtDelivery" option must be set to "OS" or "RS" - all
orders for customer are processed in like manner with one
valid order scan

RouteTrac\RouteTrac
Client

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Add easy 'No Bags' button for route stop

SPOT API

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Additional fields are now being checked for the description
that shows in the Account Changes tab of the Notification
Center: birthday, cleaning instructions, locker PIN, contact
name, phone type, and credit card info. Also, the description
now says "One or more secondary field changes" if the
change is not one of the explicitly evaluated fields.

